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ftai is a talk to be delive•ed before the Second

Nationial Symoiusm on SiInalation Processes, Chicago, Illinois,

j on lebruas 3, 1959.

at is daeveted to an analysis of the qualities zequized

for the sucOessful catruoction of matheimtical Iodels of

*oeonow* paebeologioal, and military pr'oesses, and to a

disussion of w the uiversities have almost comletely

tailed in the Job of t•,•Dni out people possessini these

qualities.I
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SINUIATION ANED STM LAZON

Richard Bellmo

The function of the keynote speaker Is te*

proceedings on a high level. In so doing, it is not absolutely

necessar7 that anything of substance be said, and this pollcy

possesse the additional merit of not stealing any of the lines

of the following speakers.

Pursuant to this tradition, I would like toe state that I

an against sin and high taxes, and for mothezroed--although,

perhaps not precisely in this order.

Nevertheless, In violation of the existing gentleman'a

agreement, I would like to discuss some matters of substance.

In so doing, I shall make some controversial statements, and

in the *our*e of this pleasant ooOVpation, Make sowe Un-

pleasant remarks. aturally, I would prefer to aske only the

mst laudatory remarks, but oecasional there Is not

sufficient opportunity to indulge In this pastime.

What sotivates much of what follow Is the fairly

generally accepted statement that not only Goes life

Influenee art, but perhaps even ore strongly In some avaes,

art influeanes life.

r# application of this dinner table philosophy as#, I

thought, now. As a result of a fertmately brief Ln career,,

I came to the conolusion that the behavior of Anw sergeants

was to a lange part Inspired by the mevies they had seen.
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Srgseant 115 of "What FPice Glory," as personified by Victer

I eherihed this theory, and expressed it often. As a

tbeozy It ma hoady and exhilarating, far mier fascinating

than w prosaic fact. A bland enunciation of a deadly object

sumh as a fast--"2he moon Is 210,000 miles awmy"--is digested

and accepted. This process generally casts a pall over the

oenversation. But a theory, particularly an undocumented or

undoemuntable one, stimulate* attack and rebuttal--life

becomes Interesting.

Imagine then mW consternation to find that mW theory had

a factual basist The discovery, like most discoveries,, came

about quite by accident. In connection with an OR conference,

I frond x'elf sitting next to a movie mogul, a vice-president

of one of the maJor studios. After listening patiently to a

half-hour recital of the parking and traffic difficulties of

Beverly Hills, I broke in to expound xW theory. I expected

debate, defense, at least disbelief. Instead of which, this

Oolosaus of Mays Codes nodded his head in complete agreement,

and proceeded to Inform me that the War Department, early in

Vorld VaAr 1, had sent letters to all the major studios asking

them to change the characterization of an AroW sergeant from

that of a dyspeptin everseer on an antebellum plantation to

that of a fooutmester.

So much for a cherished theery. I have never expound•e

the theory since--it Is too well denumentedt



The connoetion of all of this w•th the study of atn

latlon processes is net too difficult to to c mme Wt I M

saying in that the type of model of the ph•sical world that

Is constructed Is determined by the scientific training sad

philosophy of the model-uskor. This, In turn, Influences to

a great extent the type of answer that the model yields, and,

to a far greater extent, the interpretation of these answers.
We know by now tht there are no criJticlm, experimntns,

only critical oxperimonte1s. The history of science In

replete with examples of complete disrgar of dat and

results unfavorable to pot theoriesl.

It follows that if we a•e interested in furthering the

art of simulation, if we are desirous of usIng this supple and

versatile tool to analyse and resolve the fascinating and

significant problems of the world around us, then we nst very

critically examine the people who will use these tecehique*.

As people, they are produets of the entire soolety- as

professional people, they are pireduets of our oolleges and

universities. It follows that If we wish to unrstand the

psyohologies and philosophies, and ultlutoly the theoies and

results, of these resoearohors, we mat examino their Inbelloo-

tual ta•anin.

Befere doing thls, and in order to set up an appropate

yardstick, let us say a few words shout why research mat be

osadusted in the field of s1mAlatlon, and alout the qualitles

that are needed to oondaut this research.
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Let us bein with the oonoept of a mathemtioal model In

the physloal scienoes. It 1s well to do this since for ny

a year the vezy model of modern research has been the mathe-

Umtioal physlelst. His success In a wide area has so

bedazzled the workers in other fields that it in now widely

aceepted that the road to scientific respectability In these

flolds In of necessity paved with nathematioal equations.

fhe mrer tables, the more charts, the more statistios , the

greater the aura of shismiering TRf'H.

Whereas it was once said that man is the measure of all

thin"s, in the social sciences It is now oomanly held that

all things are to be used to measure man.

fhe method that the physical soeatist uses is a simple

one. This Is not to say that It Is a natural one, or a

logical one. It was not so long ago that it was considered

implous to confront a theory with a fact, and there are still

parts of the world, some not as rmote as we would like to

believe, where ineonvenient facts are suifma.lly rejected.

To study a phenomenon, we set up certain simple hypotheses

concerning fundamental effects. These simple hypotheses are

translated into mathematical equations, usually considerably

less simple. Thus, one set of ezperlmental data leads to

iMwello'o equations, another bold extrapelation produces the

h i r equation.

'Iblalc Twain once said that there were three kinds of lies:
lies, damn lies, and statistics.
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The solutions of these equations yield certain prdietoens

Coneerning the behavior of various phyaleal systems. Wheln

these pzsdiotions are ompared with actual behavior, rth

trouble starts.

Naturally, predicted behavior will never agre euetly

with observed behavior. It Is up to us to deade whether

these disorepano"is wm "expeArimental oriem-a most useful

1--- 0 imi equao si or our Initial assumtioms.

These are matters of extreme delicacy and in imny signifioant

instances settled on purely emotional grounds.

If we feel that the errors are bearable, we se the theory

for further predictions until it breaks down Completely. At

this point we Construct a new mathematical model.

Unfortunately, there are many imertant areas in which

this elegant and effective methed Is stymied* Ismetimes, we

cannot make reasonable hypotheses oenOerning cause and effootj

sometieos,, erucial data is mobtamiable, or owueial wexerl-

sents non-existent.

This is particularly the case In the seoal scienees

where huan beings play a dominant oele. Dospit*e sa of the

best and detemined efforts of professional edceatore and

professional agitators,, the human organlm ceatinues to eeeape

the narrow constrmants of ri"id behavior.

This peneiketlness of the human soul is viewd with a

certain smount of sorrow In somw quartezr. It Invalidates

elegant utility funations,, 'nleases equations, introduces
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steehastie effects, and menezally dee to shiny mthematical

odiels what a semal boy does to a new par ef shoes.

Sine*e hwever, it is essential that we understand the

behavior of systems with human oemponents, we must employ

different techniques. It is in this way that simulation pre-

oesses occupy a fundamental role in the social sciences.

To ezplain this in any detail would take up too meh

time, invade the demains of subsequent speaelrs, and, in any

ease, prevent one from uttering the unpleasant controversial

remrkls which follow. As I stated before, I greatly regret

having to utter these sentiments.

I have gone as far as I have in this scanty discussion

of the well-known formidable difficulties In the way of

scientifle study of industrial, eoon.le, military and socio-

logic"a problems In order to pave the way for an enumeration

of some of the basic requirements for research in the area of

simulation. These ame:

1. An understanding of the nature and objectives of

models of the physical world, which Is to say, a

knowledge of scientific philosophy.

2. An understanding of the nature and objectives of

models of the areas named above, which Is to say,

a knowledge of Pilosphy.

3. A versatility and breadth of training which

enables one to out across diverse fields and

coustruet useful models of realistic processes.
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*. An ability to analyse and interpret the results

obtained from these models against a still

broader background.

If you, the listener, Interrupt to say that this soids

like a "powerful lot" of requirement, I will retort that no

one ever said that these problems were s1mle, or that they

had simple answers.

Agreeing that a great deal Is required, let us ask where

people possessing these qualities are to be found, and before

being found, to be trained.

It Is clear that the university Is the natural breeding

ground for these paragons. Let us now examine why it Is that

they have failed dismally to produce pro essemlal.1'

the proper training, and why the situation will get worse

before it gets better.

I hope that I do not document this thesis "o well, since

I would certainly prefer to be wrong rather than to be right.

Furthermore, it Is a fine controvelrsal theory, both In and

out of academic circles, and It would be a shame to destroy It

as a topic of conversation.

Let us turn to the subject of seientiflA philosophy, a

domain I will rather arbitrarily delimit as the study of the

construction, analysis and Interpretation of qualitative and

quantitative nodels of the physloal world. Vague as these

terms are, they provide a sufficient, Intuitive basis for our

subsequent discussion.
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What Is regrettably lasking in the seleatiflo training of

our universites Ioe a proper spirit of humllity. The iwres-

&ien is somehow transmitted that we possess the keys to the

universe. It is interesting to see how far one has to travel

before It is realized that Ohm's law Is an aproximate result

valid only in the ease of not too high frequency, that Newton's

laws of motion are not laws, and that the Sehr~dingor equation

is net an auioa of nature. Even to this very day, despite all

the evident absArdity of the sclentific dogatism in the past,

there are still some who maintain the eternal verity of the

onertainty Principle.

One result of this rather pathetic obduracy is that the

average graduate student in the scienees li led to believe

that the mathenatical models already in existence are true,

whereas models in new areas of physics are only approximate.

Concerning models in the social solenoes, he has only

conteapt

This rigidity of outlook is hardly conducive to effective

analysis and research in new areas. 3instein in his brief

autobiographical sketch coments b:.tterly that the school

Instruction he received almost ruined him.

Only by a continued study of the histe-y of science can

we understand the development of new ideas. only by appreci-

'See the Interesting paper by Helmer and Recher, The
82istemolea of the Inewaet Aciemees, The BAND Corp•rat•e•i•,
mper P-1543, ay•a, for a ur er aeioussion of this point.

_-I



ating the strungle of what Is by now classic to emerge JIto

the light can the student understand what research requires.

The presentateoa of imtb•mtieeal and pkyaleal e Sbliee

mgI t~.~mUbe 161

"dois, however, is the Mal the W itmose are PyAe

in our schools. -Wthematics, of *ourse,, utrters even mre

horrlibly from this type of pedaW. There Is even a strange

group called the Sourbakil who boast of eliminating all

*tivatlon, all centact with the real worlide

No theory can exist without facts. There are, however,

so many facts, so any clues, that without the help of logical

tricks for selecting and storing facts, a scientist becomee

little better than a technician. This collection of logieal

tricks is the substance of scientific philosophy.

Consider now the domain of the social sciences. One of

the mat pezrnicius fables muddying the acadenmi 6omain Is

that of a hierarchy of intellectuals. The mathematiclans, In

this fictitious ranking, are at the sumit, followed closel

by the theoretical physicists, next the expeorimntal physicistso

then the chemista, and then the engineers. On the fringe of

science, there are the biologist, and below are the asserted

social scientists. This Is a pleasing fancy-eo met

mathomatician--and what Is rather sa" Is that the social

Incidentally, the fecal point of this infeetlen is not
too far from where I speak.
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sceintists by and large believe this noasease Oence, thoer

attemt to dress their subjects with as much mthematios as

pesablee.

*here are any frighten'it aspect# to this snobbery.* In

the first plaee, It hM the effect of turning out a nmber of

robot mathematiciana, robot physicists, and robot engineers

wh have no interest in human valeue. In a world in conflict

over hnaen values, to have thee automata spewed out by the

universities year after year is a serious matter.

*at io even worse is that these "scientists" have the

Imressien that the problem of the secial scientists are on a

lover level than thee of quantum eletradynamuics, and hence

eseler. Now nothimg could be mor mischievously frlse. The

' e•'.owbeet the easier, regardless of super-

feleal mathemtical eeoplewities; the ars qualitative, the

move human, the mre difficult.

It is hard to imagine how one can coit a more grievous

mistake than to enter a more diffioult area with the fixed

iwreesen that it Is a simler area.

heose isoeopceptions could be corrected in part or in

whole by som emphasis upon history, eoonomics, psychology,

or what are coonly oalled* the life seiences. Primiarily,,

what Is required Is a basic knowledge of philosophy. 3W this

I do net mean the tdedle that imsquerades under this

honorable name,, the pap that is poured denn our throats In

cellege that would certainly repel any honest man. Nor do I



mean the ancestor worship that allows Plate still to oeeouy an

honored position. Rather I mean a grounding In the basic

objectives of a cultured and civilisod' htman being, thee

beacons which enable us to chart our courses over the troubled

seas of modern existence.

Although answers to man of the basic questions are Ineo.-

31.ee a very awareness of the ezistenee and sinaifieame of

these problems is a good step towards their solution.

The scientist untutored in those matters, biased and

arrogant, is hardly the person to construct models of the

complex processes of social interactien. On the other hand,

the social scientist trained in the pseedo-selenoe that drips

over the edges of these doumins, Is hardly coWetent. We

desperately need a blending of the beat of all intellectual

disciplines, an ecletic training that will enable us to

approach these problems that are maware of artificial

barriers.

Yet the narrow parochialism of the nodern unversity--oh,

Ironic titlet--hardly allows this. The qhasis upon facts

rather than ideas, upon subjects rther than problems,

effectively rules out the "systems" appiesh so essential in

the stud4y of any significant situation.

It is easy to eontinue tearing Into the present university

system. But there Is no point In doing so unless soms

GOnte~ovary history teaches us that there neod be nm
correlation betwoem these qualities.
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oemstmtive rletiaism is also Mau.

Why is there so mush &*e&a&eno and dr roet in the

univeriity Wotan? could It be beaeue the university is

staffed by and larg. by people who hate, and reJeot life?

OsV14 It be that mnm vital people w" rell"h

of the outside world are In turm repelled by the aomatiliam

and foreed aseotleism of the university? I thi that this

slaas mush of it.

goe ftllacy ef having the yeun Idealists of a fynamie

society tmaned by these who repudiate these ver7 d enamc

aspests hardly neds elab"orting This situation perpetuates

itself in the form of students aping the master. The result

Is a oontinued a"ma voing cleavage with rejection and

resentment increasing on both sides.

"nhe cu I is not difficult. It lies In blood tran•susions

In both directions. The doers of our society, the polltician,

the businesuaimn, the industrial scientist, the engineer, must

participate in undergraduate and gwafdute education. They

must gglain their problems and their g•oals, their operational

techniques and their solutions-in short, their philosophy.

fteiproeally, the university faculty must be feored

willy-nilly into the glare of suniliht to pe elpatoe in the

problems of their society. It is here that MWe

oorporations and gvezmmnt bureaus and laboratories an play

a vital role.

Ve are engaged in a battle of survival,, our way of life



"a"not ether wys of life, in *ieh tOw mest peteat bullet

are ballots. Male" we nake qulto suo tha Our em aids

undotand elearly and vividly tat our tmntal objeoseves

are, how can we onvins aw oethoe aid*?


